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HOMES
G R E AT  K I TC H E N S  L C O U N T E R S  1 0 1  L M O D E R N  W H I S T L E R

get Benched  
When designer Alykhan Velji 
was tasked with redesigning  
this Calgary kitchen, the  
homeowners were clear  
about one thing: no standard 
island-with-bar-stools setup  
for this family. “The typical  
rectangular eat-in island just 
didn’t appeal to her,” explains 
Velji. Instead, he suggested  
this cozy banquette. Lined in 
cognac-coloured, channel-
tufted leather and paired with a 
tulip table and navy upholstered 
chairs, it’s a casual but warm 
spot for the morning meal—and 
for the odd homework assign-
ment for the kids. 

For more inspirational 
kitchens go to page 28. 

K I TC H E N  S P E C I A L  2 01 9

  *See store for details. Not all products shown are available. 

MON-WED & FRI 10 - 6  |  THURS 10 - 9  |  SAT 10 - 6  |  SUN 11 - 6

1275 W 6 AVE VANCOUVER    
604.730.1275  

VANCOUVER

COQUITLAM 
1348-C UNITED BLVD. COQUITLAM
604.529.6868

www.INspirationFurniture.ca

P u g l i a ,  I t a l y
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How Green Is Your Island?  
Designer Alykhan Velji went for a “prairie mod-
ern” look in this Calgary home—a warm, tex-
tured modern space that includes beautiful oak 
detailing above the range, perfectly imperfect 
tiles in the backsplash and brass pulls on the 
cabinets. And for that unexpected moment, a 
surprising and sweet mint green on the island. 
On one side, beautiful glass-panelled draw-
ers and detailed corner mouldings contribute 
to the island’s feel of being a gorgeous piece 
of furniture, and the whole thing is topped 
with a thick slab of marble—a nice contrast to 
the black suede-finish Silestone counters sur-
rounding it. “It goes to show you can do some-
thing completely different with the island,” says 
Velji, “and it doesn’t need to match. It really 
allows you to have a bit more fun.”
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Is there a place in our home we gravitate to more? The kitchen is the heart 
of every great party—and every beautiful home—and the gorgeous rooms on 
these pages are perfectly designed to be the centres of attention. 

BRING 
THE HEAT by

stacey mclachlan 
and   
anicka quin
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TRADE SECRETS D ES I G N ED BY Alykhan Velji
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Those little niche spaces 
we have in our homes—

the powder room, an office—
are often an opportunity for a 
designer to really have fun, 
and this home bar designed by 
Alykhan Velji for Divine 
Flooring is the perfect exam-
ple. The rich, saturated green 
cabinetry (Woodland Fern 
from Cloverdale Paint) is 
paired with grey grass cloth 
walls and bold brass accents; 
the millwork itself adds an 
old-world, European vibe with 
a faceted door face, the han-
dles set dead centre like the 
door of a Parisian apartment. 
“We wanted to work with lots 
of rich tones, to showcase how 
you can mix all of these items 
in a small space and it still 
really works,” says Velji. “A lot 
of people think that in a small 
space you need lighter colours. 
But you can have opulence, 
and be quite dramatic.” It’s a 
space that’s small on square 
footage, and big on impact.

The Look 
GORGEOUS 
IN GREEN
Saturated colour brings 
opulence to the design 
of a home bar.

SEE THE SUNSET FROM
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handling, the 2019 Outback makes every drive picture perfect.
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